Powerglide vacuum

Customer reviews. Write a review. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers
things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options. Add to Wish List. This page
works best with JavaScript. Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You
can still see all customer reviews for the product. Top positive review. Reviewed in the United
States on February 17, I'm a guy. I do most of the vacuuming at my house. I really kind of like
this weekly chore but I like to have a good and well made vacuum. It was pretty good. When it
finally died I had the bright idea of buying a bagless vacuum. Bought a Bissell powerforce turbo
bagless. Initially I thought it was the best vacuum ever especially for the price. It has great
suction on both the carpets and with the tools and it seems very sturdy and well made. BUT that
bagless design wore me out. I literally had to clean all 3 filters after every weekly vacuuming.
And emptying the dirt container wasn't good either. So I decided to stay with the Bissell brand
seeing how consumer reports says they are reliable and they are less expensive than other
name brands. Found this bissell powerglide bagged model on amazon for a good price. We've
had it about a month. Here's what I like and don't like: Pros: Cleans carpets extremely well. Even
a little better than the bagless bissell and much better than the old panasonic. Very good airflow
with the tools. Seems very sturdy and well made. Large bags. Haven't had to replace the bag yet
1 month. Belts and other parts are cheap. Bought a 2nd extension wand from bissell for 3 or 4
bucks and now can reach clear to the top of our vaulted living room ceiling. Cons: Not much but
I do wish you could shut off the brush roll when vacuuming kitchen floors or using the tools.
Summary: Very good bagged vacuum at a very good price. Top critical review. Reviewed in the
United States on August 1, I'd had a Kirby for years, and it finally died and I was not interested
in spending any great amount of money for a new vac. There is some assembly required and I
played it smart and had it delivered to the office so the lads could help me with it, but it was still
fairly simple. The suction works fine, and I like the bare floor feature. This is definitely lighter
and easier to push about compared to my old vac. Yes, it is noisy but then I don't have a child in
the house to worry about waking. I went out and bought a Hoover WindTunnel T-Series Rewind
Upright Vacuum, Bagless, UH love it and I can't even describe how much dirt, dander and pet
hair that vacuum picked up on an area of carpet I had just gone over with the Bissell 24 hours
previous. Sort by. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Filter by. All reviewers Verified
purchase only All reviewers. All stars 5 star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star only 1 star only All
positive All critical All stars. Text, image, video Image and video reviews only Text, image,
video. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. From the United
States. Verified Purchase. Showing 0 comments. There was a problem loading comments right
now. I haven't exactly been too kind to it either; putting off replacing bags, belts, and filters until
completely full or worn. A couple of years ago, I thought it broke but then found out the tube got
clogged up by a sock I accidentally vacuumed. After unclogging it, the vacuum went back to
working order. I really have no complaints except that it isn't that great on bare wood floors.
Don't set it on the lowest 'bare floors' setting, always set it at least just a few settings above,
even when you use it on hard floors. I admit the Turbo-brush broke a long time ago not long
after I got it, in fact so that Turbo-brush isn't good. Otherwise, I still have and use all the other
accessories. I know you can't buy this vacuum on here anymore from Amazon, but I feel
compelled to write a review for it, since the vacuum has been so good to me. I have an Oreck,
but my Oreck seems to burn through belts frequently, and I decided that I wanted an
inexpensive back-up vacuum for the times my Oreck was out of commission. I bought this one,
because the price was good and it had the features I was looking for. I now have this vacuum
upstairs and the Oreck downstairs. It has a hardwood setting, which was a must for me. It has
done a good job so far on my upstairs floors, and I've made it the sole vacuum for the
bedrooms and upstairs hall, which are carpet and hardwood, respectively. It has a hose and
attachments, which my Oreck annoyingly does not. Cons: It's pretty heavy, but I wasn't
surprised that I thought so. The vacuum seems finicky about setting the floor type correctly. For
example, it doesn't seem to like it if I vacuum the plush carpet while on the hardwood setting.
Also, it's annoying that one of the attachment pieces the extension tube keeps falling off its
storage post. Overall, I am pleased so far. I don't think that it does a worse job cleaning than my
year-old Oreck, as long as I set the floor type accurately. One person found this helpful. My
previous vacuum, a Eureka Boss, just wasn't getting my old shag carpeting clean enough. So
after reading the reviews here, I decided to spring for this Bissell upright. It was quite a bit more
than I had paid for the Eureka, but if I got the performance I expected it was worth it. Well, after
figuring out how to assemble the thing, on my first use it sprayed dust and dirt all over itself and the floor. The attachment hose does double duty as the route from the floor to the bag, and
you have to REALLY jam the hose in tightly beyond what I was able to do, and I'm not a weak
person. In fact, in order to push the vacuum you have to have incredible upper body strength - I

keep it on the High Carpet setting and still struggle by the end of my 12x16 living room. Due to
the wheel width, the edge cleaning is virtually non-existent. The Turbo Brush attachment works
wonders on pet hair covered upholstery, though. And it does do a decent cleaning job on my
carpets, with a nice wide cleaning path. So if you want to build some major upper body
strength, and don't care if the edges of your carpet get dusty, then this is the machine for you. I
was hesitant to purchase a vacuum on-line because I worried about how a large package would
ship and in what condition would it arrive. But I couldn't find a vacuum at this price that was not
bagless in the stores. Amazon did a great job packing and shipping, the package was in perfect
condition, much better than some of the boxes on the shelf at my local discount retailer. This
Bissell is a great vacuum, lots of power and suction. The body of the sweeper is plastic of
course but seems very sturdy compared to my last vacuum, a Dirt Devil. The hose is long and
flexible, not the stiff plastic of my last sweeper. I love the Turbo brush, great for the carpeted
stairs in my home. The cord is the same length as my last vacuum, no problems there. And it is
quieter and sounds more like a low hum - doesn't send the pets ducking for cover when I turn it
on. My only complaint is that it doesn't lie flat to sweep under coffee tables and beds, that
would make this the perfect vacuum. You need to wear ear protection for this vacuum cleaner,
is is much louder than others we have used. No one in the house want to use this vacuum
cleaner, so we donated it. Now know why called PowerGlide! Grt picker upper. Loved the
color-red; like having start button near the top on side Not loud! Its a lower sound, so it doesnt
bother your ears specially mine Just got today and used, and got the old dust and bits of tiny
paper off a badly worn rug on low setting!.. I was soo surprised! Turbo tool even better for
upholstry. A plus! Good product-- hope all remains that way. Thanks Bissell, great machine. I
like this product has great suction power and like the price. I also like the fact it has a bag!! The
bagless type do not pick up very well and I do not like wearing the dirt. For the price, great deal.
This works better than my last similarly priced Dirt Devil and Hoover. It has a longer cord, glides
easier, and you can switch to using the attachments easily without changing the location of the
hose. I haven't changed the bag yet, and it wasn't as thorough as I would like on my thin
outdoor carpeting on my porch, but everything else worked well. Get fast answers from
reviewers. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Need customer service? Click here. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Skip to main content of 70 results for "bissell powerglide belt". Skip to main search results.
Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New
Arrivals. International Shipping. Price and other details may vary based on size and color. Get it
as soon as Wed, Mar 3. FREE Shipping. Only 18 left in stock - order soon. Bissell PowerGlide
Vacuum Belt, Best Seller in Vacuum Belts. Bissell Replacement Belts, 2 Count Pack of 1. Get it
as soon as Sat, Feb Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Amazon's Choice for bissell powerglide
belt. Bissell Lift-Off Replacement Belt, 2 pk, In stock on March 10, Need help? Visit the help
section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. With a 12 amp motor for high-suction power and thorough cleaning, this upright
vacuum provides seven height adjustments to clean surfaces from bare floors to high-pile

carpet. The unit monitors airflow and indicates when it's time to change the bag in order to
maintain suction power, while its HEPA media filter captures over The on-board tools can be
used to vacuum upholstery, drapes, furniture, blinds, shelves, baseboards, and much more. The
vacuum measures 12 by 13 by 42 inches and carries a one-year limited warranty. Skip to main
content. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Visit the
Bissell Store. About this item This fits your. Customers also viewed these products. Page 1 of 1
Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Get instant recommendations. Vacuum
Features. Vacuum Cord Type. Cordless Corded Automatic Rewind. Vacuum Floor Type. Carpet
Hard Floor Dual Action. Vacuum Bag Type. Bagged Bagless. Clear All. No results available.
Please adjust the filters and try again. No more recommendations. Try adjusting your filters.
Show more. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. Product information Product Dimensions 12 x 15 x 44 inches Item Weight Would you like
to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I'm a guy. I do most of the
vacuuming at my house. I really kind of like this weekly chore but I like to have a good and well
made vacuum. It was pretty good. When it finally died I had the bright idea of buying a bagless
vacuum. Bought a Bissell powerforce turbo bagless. Initially I thought it was the best vacuum
ever especially for the price. It has great suction on both the carpets and with the tools and it
seems very sturdy and well made. BUT that bagless design wore me out. I literally had to clean
all 3 filters after every weekly vacuuming. And emptying the dirt container wasn't good either.
So I decided to stay with the Bissell brand seeing how consumer reports says they are reliable
and they are less expensive than other name brands. Found this bissell powerglide bagged
model on amazon for a good price. We've had it about a month. Here's what I like and don't like:
Pros: Cleans carpets extremely well. Even a little better than the bagless bissell and much
better than the old panasonic. Very good airflow with the tools. Seems very sturdy and well
made. Large bags. Haven't had to replace the bag yet 1 month. Belts and other parts are cheap.
Bought a 2nd extension wand from bissell for 3 or 4 bucks and now can reach clear to the top of
our vaulted living room ceiling. Cons: Not much but I do wish you could shut off the brush roll
when vacuuming kitchen floors or using the tools. Summary: Very good bagged vacuum at a
very good price. I'd had a Kirby for years, and it finally died and I was not interested in spending
any great amount of money for a new vac. There is some assembly required and I played it
smart and had it delivered to the office so the lads could help me with it, but it was still fairly
simple. The suction works fine, and I like the bare floor feature. This is definitely lighter and
easier to push about compared to my old vac. Yes, it is noisy but then I don't have a child in the
house to worry about waking. I haven't exactly been too kind to it either; putting off replacing
bags, belts, and filters until completely full or worn. A couple of years ago, I thought it broke but
then found out the tube got clogged up by a sock I accidentally vacuumed. After unclogging it,
the vacuum went back to working order. I really have no complaints except that it isn't that great
on bare wood floors. Don't set it on the lowest 'bare floors' setting, always set it at least just a
few settings above, even when you use it on hard floors. I admit the Turbo-brush broke a long
time ago not long after I got it, in fact so that Turbo-brush isn't good. Otherwise, I still have and
use all the other accessories. I know you can't buy this vacuum on here anymore from Amazon,
but I feel compelled to write a review for it, since the vacuum has been so good to me. I have an
Oreck, but my Oreck seems to burn through belts frequently, and I decided that I wanted an
inexpensive back-up vacuum for the times my Oreck was out of commission. I bought this one,
because the price was good and it had the features I was looking for. I now have this vacuum
upstairs and the Oreck downstairs. It has a hardwood setting, which was a must for me. It has
done a good job so far on my upstairs floors, and I've made it the sole vacuum for the
bedrooms and upstairs hall, which are carpet and hardwood, respectively. It has a hose and
attachments, which my Oreck annoyingly does not. Cons: It's pretty heavy, but I wasn't
surprised that I thought so. The vacuum seems finicky about setting the floor type correctly. For
example, it doesn't seem to like it if I vacuum the plush carpet while on the hardwood setting.
Also, it's annoying that one of the attachment pieces the extension tube keeps falling off its
storage post. Overall, I am pleased so far. I don't think that it does a worse job cleaning than my
year-old Oreck, as long as I set the floor type accurately. One person found this helpful. See all
reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon

Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. With every Bissell
Pet product purchased, Bissell makes a donation to the Bissell Pet Foundation to help find
homeless pets a forever home. Unlike other vacuums that only suction on one side of the base,
this powerful vacuum creates a direct suction path with Edge-to-Edge Suction across the whole
base of the vacuum, giving you a wider, more thorough cleaning path. Unlike other vacuums
that only suction on one side of the base, Bissell PowerGlide Pet with SuctionChannel
Technology creates a direct suction path with Edge-to-Edge Suction across the whole base of
the vacuum for improved vacuuming. Over 10 feet of reach with the extension hose and handle
to clean pet hair anywhere. Freshen as you vacuum with the Febreze Filter with Pet Odor
Eliminator that eliminates odors and leaves your home with a light, fresh scent. Edge to Edge
Suction. Specialized Pet Tools. Long Reach Hose. Eliminate Pet Odors. Features 9X
Multi-Cyclonic Suction that captures embedded dirt and pet hair with suction that stays strong.
Eliminates Odors and Freshens as You Vacuum. Great for use in any room of the house before
you deep clean or daily on the soft surfaces your pets and family touch most often. Keep your
vacuum running efficiently with this replacement filter pack. Pet stains? In just 30 seconds you
can permanently remove tough stains like urine, tracked-in dirt, food grease, motor oil, coffee,
and more with this specialized family- and pet-safe formula, when used as directed. Some
vacuums only use suction on one side of the base, which can leave dirt behind. Exclusive
Bissell suction channel technology creates a direct suction path, allowing the vacuum to pick
up more, edge-to-edge. Let this pet vacuum power through pet hair with the pet turbo eraser
tool and tackle stairs with the extended reach hose. They're the features you need for a clean
you love. Tested per ice with multiple dust loadings, results within accepted tolerance of
5percent. Skip to main content. Consider these available items. Currently unavailable. We don't
know when or if this item will be back in stock. Visit the Bissell Store. This fits your. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Bissell Dust Cup Assy Lower
Bissell Replacement Belts, 2 Count Pack of 1. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
SuctionChannel Technology Unlike other vacuums that only suction on one side of the base,
Bissell PowerGlide Pet with SuctionChannel Technology creates a direct suction path with
Edge-to-Edge Suction across the whole base of the vacuum for improved vacuuming. Long
Reach Hose Over 10 feet of reach with the extension hose and handle to clean pet hair
anywhere. Powerful, Versatile Cleaning. PowerGlide Replacement Filter Pack, model Keep your
vacuum running efficiently with this replacement filter pack. Foot Width inches Product
information Product Dimensions 11 x Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. This vacuum picks up stuff that my Verified
Purchase. Great suction! This vacuum picks up stuff that my old vacuum never pulled out of the
carpets. Its amazing how much pet hair, dander, and dirt are beneath the carpet. Very satisfied
with my purchase :. Seems to be well made; picks up pet cat hair real well. Not too noisy. I
thought it was a fair price too. Its a good vacuum for the floor, but when it comes to using the
accessories, its a bad design. We have a family member that cleans homes for a living and she
said this vacuum was an absolute nightmare to use. You have to unplug the cleaning tube from
the bottom and connect it to another one that you have to pull out of another extension tube. To
top it off, it has very little reach to where you are pulling the vacuum with you immediately
trying to reach an object Only get this if you are going to just use it for floors. That is where it
excels. This is my lat Bissell for now. One person found this helpful. This is a nice vacuum with
powerful suction. Cleaning the brush roll is very easy. Pet hair wrapped around it and was
matted pretty bad but was able to clean it in less than 10 minutes. Way better than our previous
Dyson. Subtracting 1 star because the power brush tool does not work well. Maybe it was just
our luck but the tool hardly spins and stops almost immediately when it comes in contact with

fabric or stairs. I have a cheaper bissell with the same attachment and it does not have this
problem. Overall, this unit is great for pet owners and I really like the easily accessible switches
for power and being able to turn the brush off and on depending on the surface. Bonus--a great
upper-body workout. This vacuum does a super job on my Persian carpets picking up long-hair
cat fur without getting tangles on the brush. I'd say for the price it's an excellent purchase
except it's very heavy. I have area carpets and find I have to lift it over fringes and such, which
luckily I can do now but someday I may not be able to. Recommend this model for fit and hardy
vacuumers only. At that point you cannot vacuum. I had to duct tape until I get a replacement
piece. So, at this point I cannot use all the functions of this vacuum due to a fragile plastic
piece. Pros: has powerful suction and gets the job done. I like that I can turn the spin on or off.
Cons: the handheld tool stops spinning when it comes in contact with my furniture. The design
is a little awkward; you have to connect a hose to a hose in order to get a good length on the
hand tool. See pics of how it is supposed to be and how I made it so the extra hose is always
attached. By Jessica S. Images in this review. Does as expected. Could use a longer hose. Light
weight and maneuverability is a plus Overall a good value. See all reviews. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: power sweepers , quiet vacuum cleaners , quiet
vacuums , stair vacuums , best lightweight vacuum , best shark vacuum. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Bissell PowerGlide Pet Vacuum Bissell CleanView Plus Vacuum SuctionChannel
Technology. Lift Off Technology. Triple Action Brush Roll. Dual Cyclonic. Multi Cycloinc.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Experience no loss of suction and create a more direct
suction path allowing the vacuum to pick up more from edge-to-edge with SuctionChannel
Technology. On carpet, the bristles work together to loosen, lift, and remove embedded dirt and
hair from deep down. On hard surfaces, the long, silk-like bristles gently brush and remove fine
debris. When vacuuming hard surfaces, the brush roll can sometimes push dust and debris
away from the vacuum before it can be suctioned. Turning off the brush roll switches the
vacuum to suction only for quick and easy cleaning of hard floors. With 9X multi-cyclonic
technology, the dirt particles are prevented from escaping back to your vacuum post-motor
filter, helping to extend the life of your filter and vacuum. Extended Cleaning Reach feature
helps to clean furniture, stairs, and hard-to-reach spaces with a stretch hose and on-board
tools. Swivel steering for easy maneuvering around furniture and across multiple floor types in
your home. The Pet TurboEraser Tool designed with tangle-free technology and powerful
suction works to agitate and lift dirt, debris, and pet hair in your carpet and upholstery.
Tangle-Free Technology is designed so that hair is less likely to wrap around the brush roll. The
Extension Wand gives you a longer reach for cleaning high areas. Simply attach an extension
wand with the tool of your choice for an easier cleaning reach. The Crevice Tool attaches to the
end of the hose and is perfect for cleaning tight, narrow areas and around the edges in your
home. For a longer reach, attach with the Extension Wand for easier cleaning. Washing may
reduce scent. Pet TurboEraser Tool. Extension Wand. Crevice Tool. Febreze Pet Odor
Eliminator. The Bissell power glide pet upright vacuum is a versatile solution for cleaning many
of the surfaces of your house, especially for homes with pets! Suction channel technology
provides edge-to-edge cleaning; no loss of suction allows you to pick-up more; and 9x
multi-cyclonic separation helps keep dirt out of your filters, extending the life of your filter and
vacuum. The smart seal Allergen system helps capture dust and allergens inside the vacuum
while the Febreze pet odor Eliminator filter eliminates pet odors as you vacuum. Skip to main
content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 23 hrs
and 45 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. To hide it, choose Ship in
Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. Bissell PowerGlide Pet Ha Include Add a

Protection Plan:. Covers mechanical and electrical breakdowns. No deductibles or hidden fees.
Shipping included on all repairs. Fully transferable. If we can't fix it, we will send you an
Amazon e-Card reimbursement for your product purchase price. Plan term and coverage begins
at the end of the manufacturer's labor warranty. Plan is fully refunded if canceled within 30
days. Plan contract will be emailed from Asurion within 24 hours of purchase. This will not ship
with your product. Add No Thanks. Most claims approved within minutes. Add a gift receipt for
easy returns. Visit the Bissell Store. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced
products. Style: Powerglide. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all
three to Cart Add all three to List. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Get instant
recommendations. Vacuum Features. Vacuum Cord Type. Cordless Corded Automatic Rewind.
Vacuum Floor Type. Carpet Hard Floor Dual Action. Vacuum Bag Type. Bagged Bagless. Clear
All. No results available. Please adjust the filters and try again. No more recommendations. Try
adjusting your filters. Show more. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. From the manufacturer. Perfect for Pet Parents. Triple Action Brush Roll
On carpet, the bristles work together to loosen, lift, and remove embedded dirt and hair from
deep down. Versatile Cleaning Features. Extended Cleaning Reach Extended Cleaning Reach
feature helps to clean furniture, stairs, and hard-to-reach spaces with a stretch hose and
on-board tools. Swivel Steering Swivel steering for easy maneuvering around furniture and
across multiple floor types in your home. Extension Wand The Extension Wand gives you a
longer reach for cleaning high areas. Crevice Tool The Crevice Tool attaches to the end of the
hose and is perfect for cleaning tight, narrow areas and around the edges in your home.
Product information Style: Powerglide Product Dimensions International Shipping This item can
be shipped to select countries outside of the U. Click here to make a request to customer
service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Compare with similar items. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Just a couple things kept this from being a
five-star review. I'm really impressed with this vacuum. The Oreck definitely picked up dust and
debris but hands down the Bissell tore dirt out of 'clean' carpets that the commercial vacuum
just left there. That was dust, pollen and mites that were still around to be irritants. It doesn't
feel that much heavier when vacuuming than the Oreck but it is. It's very easy to control with a
limited range ball swivel at the bottom. The handle is oddly shaped but very comfortable and
easy to maintain your grip on. The hose has an incredible reach and is very flexible and soft, it
doesn't pull or tip the vacuum until you've reached almost full extension. There are a couple
tools that are available to attach to the hose; an extension tube to extend the reach, a crevice
tool for tight spaces and a hand held, air powered, beater bar unit Bissell calls this the Pet
TurboEraser which is reasonably handy for furniture and stairs. I would not want to do a flight
of stairs with this vacuum even if I weren't disabled. All the tools mount securely to the vacuum.
The vacuum has a separate power switch for the beater bar so you can turn it off when doing
hard floors. No more holes dug in the carpet and it saves wear on the belt and bearings.
Another feature I haven't seen elsewhere is the ability to change how much suction is being
used via a small dial air inlet. This lets you clean delicate carpets and rugs with fringe or tassels
hopefully without worry of damage. I don't have any such rugs so I can't test the ability. The unit
I received came with a scented pre-motor Febreze which I immediately swapped in and kept the
washable factory filter for when I need a replacement. It smells very nice and the scent lingered
for at least a day. I can see myself buying the scented filter again. One of the places where I
found this vacuum slightly lacking was the ability to get under things, the Oreck will lay
completely flat to get under beds, chairs and couches, the Bissell because of the design just
can't. So far it has been leak free. My last bagless put more dust in the air than in the collection
cup. Speaking of collection cups, keep an eye on this one's. Both times it's been run I've had to
use a screwdriver to gently get the dust bunny free that got trapped between the upper and
lower chambers. Emptying isn't super hard but it is slightly awkward. I've found it's easier to
rest it on the edge of the garbage can, slightly tilted, then hit the release button and then shake
the majority of the dust free. Reassembly is a snap. The cord is 8 feet shorter than the Oreck's
but we still have to 'two plug' to get the entire house 1, sq. It's also quiet! I mean you can't have
a conversation while someone vacuums between you but being in the same room with it while
it's being used isn't unpleasant at all. Has usable attachments. Has a good long cord. Is quiet
and easy to clean. The beater bar can be turned off separately and automatically turns off.

Longevity seems to be the only thing to worry about and I'll update this review when or if
anything arises. This is a very good vacuum. Style: Powerglide Verified Purchase. I have two
Boston Terriers shed, shed, shed and four indoor cats, including two double-coated Manx. So,
yeah, let hair. The Eureka is lightweight, but not much good on pet hair. So, I read many articles
on Top Ten vacuums for that purpose. Dyson and Shark topped the list, but this Bissell rates
right behind. Everything in its path. So watch out for charging cords and Lego. You may need to
hold it back. Incredible cleaning and elimination of pet hair! Love the results! Minuses - It is
heavy. So, it's very fortunate that it kinda pulls you along. You will have to empty it quite
frequently. The dirt cup on the Eureka, for example, is twice the size. This one is much quieter
than the Eureka, so this is not an issue for me. I have had this vacuum just a short time, so if it
fails to live up to its promise, I will update this review. Cut to me coming across this vacuum on
sale! By CaitKat89 on July 20, Images in this review. I just got this today and was very excited
because it has been about 10 plus years since I got a new vacuum. I have 4 cats in a 1 bedroom
apartment so thats what Im working with. It was easy to put together and for me the perfect size.
I did one go around and it picked up so much hair, I just vacuumed 2 days ago with my old vac
so I didn't expect so much. The pet eraser tool is amazing. Vacuumed up the hair right off my
couch, chair and even bed! So far I'm in love will let you know how the wear and tear takes a
couple months from now. We have been really happy with it. It is not a beast to maneuver, it
empties pretty easily although if you let the canister pack too full of fur and dust prepare to
have to stick your hand in the canister to losen the clumps of blech. I am a big fan of this
vacuum. Great vacuum it does great in multiple cat and dog house hold with enough suction to
get the cat litter out of the Hard wood floors cracks. See all reviews. What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? Pages with related products. See and discover other
items: best suction vacuum cleaner , best vacuums , best vacuum cleaners , the best vacuum
cleaner , pet vacuums. There's a proble
mahindra 4110 service manual
2008 dodge ram 1500 fuse box
2004 chrysler sebring transmission
m loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Triple Action. Tangle Free. Currently, item can be shipped only within
the U. This item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U. Learn More. Green Pet.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

